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introduction

AMMAS First Harvest (Celtic) celebrated August 1st, signals the end of Summer
and the first signs of Autumn. I ritually gaze out through my window at the tree
lined pathway, mindfully observing the leaves rapidly transforming from lush
green to myriad burnt oranges, yellow, brown, purple, blazing red. The summer sun
continues to radiate hotly & defiantly above. On the cusp of September the effervescent,
languid mood of summer and its seasonal hallmarks are waning; leaves begin to ‘fall’.

Late Summer into Autumn signals life adjusting; seasons overlap in a ‘double exposure’.
MABON Second Harvest is celebrated in late September marking the official start of Autumn,
this is a time of reflection on what has been grown and what remains to be gathered. Later,
SAMHAIN Third Harvest marks the end of harvest and the beginning of the dark Winter
season. Celebrated on October 31st it is the Celtic New Year and coincides with Halloween.
Produce from Spring through Summer blossoms & burgeons, the visual beauty of
harvest inspires feast & nourishment from an abundance of earthly delights. At Concord,
programmes coexist holistically in rhythm with mind, body and the seasons. The Newsletter
celebrates the end of Summer & looks to the next segment of events & programmes being
created through Autumn into Winter. I hope you enjoy soaking up the rich contributions
from the creative hearts of the Concord community.
CLAIRE TODD

co-editor
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haiku

B Y D E B O RA H A S A NT E

Haiku #1 My 1st Opening
Sshhh! Listen
Past the clatter of the Mind
Eternal whisper of trees

Haiku #2 The Map
Direction - Less?
Paths chosen, Ways embedded
Points only to itself - More?

6
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‘Blue Bee’

ART BY BLAN DI N E B A RD E A U
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On
Leadership
B Y P A U L B Y ERS

L

“ eadership”, a word so prominent in the
modern world, everyone seems to be talking
about it. There are a proliferation of courses,
books and unending conversations about the
failings of our leaders. So when we gathered for
On Leadership at Concord Institute, it felt like a
profoundly relevant conversation to be having.
“The age of great leaders is over” suggests David
Norris, facilitator of the program. Gone or going
are the days of the Kennedy, Churchill, or Martin
Luther Kings who astounded the world with their
rhetoric and inspired a generation to listen and to
move life on. He suggests we are ushering ourselves
into an age where each of us is invited to become
leaders in our own lives. To take responsibility
for our self-expression, and the fulfillment of
our own dreams. In an internet fueled modern
world with exponential connectivity this feels
like an exciting self-evident truth. The kickback
of course is that we don’t want to be responsible.
For every action, there is an equal and opposite
reaction said Newton. And so for me, that there
is such anger, suffering and rage in the world is
a welcome sign if it means that it is emerging
because of the corresponding and balancing
energy of the invitation to individual leadership,
and personal responsibility. “Leadership” we start
to see on this weekend course is more a state of
being rather than something to strive to achieve
or demonstrate, and so is available for each and
every one of us in the room.
8

D

avid Norris says, “Vision without action is
just hot air and action without vision is merely
busywork.” So in July, 20 or so folks gathered to
consider what indeed their vision was, and what
was in the way of expressing it, bringing it into
reality and taking responsibility for maintaining
it in existence.

David is a gentle yet incisive facilitator and he

navigated the conversation elegantly. The reason
Concord runs so many cooking and bodywork
workshops is that transformation occurs at the
level of the body, rather than it being purely
a function of mind, or understanding. The
little voice, or character, that identity formed
in response to events and circumstance, very
young in life, is not merely a psychological
phenomenon, but something that lives in our
very bodies. For me, being invited to write this
piece for the newsletter brought up feelings of
“I’m not good enough-people will see my flaws”.
This occurred as a churning stomach and a gentle
dizzying heady sensation. A physical cloak of
identity that is at once familiar, uncomfortable
yet ultimately safe and known. The cooking and
bodywork practiced elsewhere at Concord open
the doorway of sensitivity to what is actually
occurring rather than a mind driven story trying
to make sense of it all. David takes this approach
to the level of the brain, the bodily partner to
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the mind and explores what exactly happens in
the brain in moments of reactivity. We saw that
neural pathways are formed in beautiful and
rich complexity as events and decisions that
inform our identity are created, and re-fired each
time that story is triggered. The invitation of
transformation is to witness these firing neural
circuits in their physical manifestation and form
new neural responses to those triggers. To witness
the pattern in action is to experience a new state
of being, to establish new neural pathways, to
literally rewire the brain, to exercise a new muscle
and have impossible realities present themselves.

Y

“ our ability to translate vision into reality
depends on your ability to free yourself from
whatever prevents you from being in the
energetic presence of your vision and sharing
that presence with others.” We create nothing
on our own. There is little joy in a purely
individual victory. Leadership is an invitation
to others to participate in the translation of a
vision into reality, and then to be responsible
for maintaining it in existence. Over the course
of 3 days the participants in the course, aided by
the sharings of their colleagues, witnessed what
was in the way of them being available to their
vision. We saw that a vision is not a simple wish
or hope for the future, an image to be cherished
as a means to ultimate disappointment through
providing further evidence for our stories of
suffering. Rather, a vision emerged like a seedling
of possibility from vulnerability. Once all the selfconcern experienced in this moment is expressed,
there is nothing more than to witness it and be in
the presence of such fragile vulnerability. From
such a space of vulnerability, after having fought
through the reams of understanding and mental
yearnings that I put at my disposal, a simple
vision occurred to me.

world, an indulgence of idealism, fantasy and
escapism. I love that the characters are eloquent,
passionate, and stumble as they strive to make a
difference in the world. It brings a tear to my eye,
an excitement in my stomach and a welling in my
heart. For me it is an invitation to be the change I
want to see, to perform civic acts, and to have the
courage to touch people’s hearts.

But watching these characters at work also

serves to fuel a story I have about not being good
enough. How can I watch such characters twirl
in a dance of words and passion so elegantly and
possibly do anything that matches them? And so,
The West Wing becomes an indulgence of that
fantasy that I can make a difference and take a
leadership role in my own life.

I quake at what it means to really be responsible

for maintaining my vision in existence.
Responsibility bridges the world of vision and
action. Yet much of the time I want nothing more
than to retreat to an episode of The West Wing
and indulge the fantasy of making a difference in
the world rather than the reality of it. The fantasy
is more comfortable, has no risk, and in it, I get
to be the one I know myself to be. The one who
stands in fear of being seen, stepping forward to
make a difference, the one who knows himself to
stand in the shadow of greater beings, small and
cowed.

So as we stumble on this road, creating new

neural pathways as we go, I invite you to
participate in my vision of making a difference in
the world, and I will hear you share your vision
and participate with you in its fruition.

‘The West Wing’ is TV show I could watch for hours
upon hours. A secret hiding out in a fictional
CONCORD NEWSLETTER SEP 2016
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‘Sleeping Beauty’
ART BY E MMA T A Y L O R

‘The Rising’
ART BY CA R L Y A S H D O W N
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Mothers
BY MA RIE FA L L O N

Before you were born you carried me with you
a precious secret cargo
and I lay hushed and timeless in the dark
flickering with possibility
living the magic of your life with you
Until like a hidden time bomb
I exploded into being,
rooted, curled, contented
the centre of your sphere of being
carrying with me the precious cargo
the sparkling possibility of my daughter
And so, overlapping consciousness
a gift from one generation to the next and to the next
we lie layer upon thin layer upon soft thin layer
weaving cliffs of sedimentary rock
where we can stand to take flight
These roots that bind me to the earth
are ripples in my feathers as I fly.
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The Foundation
Course Review
S

B Y PHIL DA VIES

ixteen of us ride into town on June 11th 2016
for The Summer Foundation Course. Sixteen
strangers completely unaware of where they may
travel together, or how far. We are an odd bunch
but that’s to be expected. We’re talking about
people exposed to the harshness of life and the
potential for suffering. It makes sense we are a
mixed gathering.

On the first day we are assigned a personal coach
who will accompany us on our course. They are
our conduit for discussing much and they are
also our guide and protector. By the end of the
course all sixteen of us will have witnessed their
unrelenting patience, courage and commitment
to each one of us. We have weekly planned phone
consultations. From my first phone call I know I
even have trouble keeping to the agreed time.
It’s me dragging behind. It’s me not letting go. I
soldier on (because I feel like a soldier crawling
under wire at the front) and remember to make
my calls; I talk about how difficult it all is and the
pandora’s box of emotion is unpacked.

Get with it, we’re invited to tell ourselves! Shake

things up, listen to a new language, open our ears
and open the mind. The Foundation Course is
relentless in its pursuit of your wellbeing, your
body and your mind. And get with it we have
to. The ten days and four weekends may be split
over 3 months but the intensity and expectation
is alive and fresh every moment. This energy is
present and demands our participation. There is
more. A hidden seam of gold waiting for us that

12

has such value it is incalculable. It meanders
through the course with direction and power.
It is twofold, homework and ten day inquiries.
All sixteen of us mined this seam relentlessly,
learning and sharing. The sixteen have begun
their journey. At every opportunity we are invited
to express ourselves, to inquire of ourselves and
try and comprehend what we are. So we stand
and stand again telling our story, telling of the
disruption in our lives and the long emotional
journey. Gradually the me that was lost begins to
presence. Supported by each other we all slowly
step out of the shadows. No one is left alone, no
one is ignored in those moments. The power of
the now is present and we are together.

We are introduced to macrobiotic/wholefood

cooking. The chef guides us through all our
ingredients and the recipes. He explains the
nurture of our food and the nature of it. We were
shepherded into teams of four at the cooking
stations and invited to cook. How involved we
were! Creating not one but three dishes. Sharing
the tasks, tasting the food and most importantly
showing a true respect to the process and the
ingredients that would later nourish us at the
dinner table. Within weeks we were on our ten day
cooking inquiry. We may not be at the institute
but every day we shared our cooking experiences
at home with a ‘food buddy’. If we couldn’t get to
each other’s kitchens then face-time or skyping
would do or even just a good old phone call. Each
buddy supporting the other through the process,
through the homework.
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This was followed closely by the bodywork And finally, on the Friday before the final

sessions and the ten day bodywork inquiry. The
studio sessions were for me like a wild yoga. Fewer
rules, less discipline, but somehow just as much
control and finesse. I especially enjoyed dancing
and creating emotion in a physical form. I think
many of us though tired would have happily
kept exploring this avenue into the early hours!
At times loud mad and frantic, at others a quiet
peace and strength expressed in the body like
the tide, gently relentlessly pulling then pushing
us, forward and back. Take yourselves out of
your comfort zone, we were told. Do something
different. Everyone took up the challenge with
their buddy, from climbing to dancing and from
cycling to swimming in ponds we all worked hard.
I enjoyed the ten day bodywork, but I found the
studio work really pulled me together, grounded
me. We all realised how important the bodywork
was when we encountered it at the start of our
cooking and self-expression sessions. Nothing is
divisible from the other. We are reminded that the
bodywork the cooking and the communication
are the matrix of a successful foundation.

Slowly I realised I was giving my being a good

prod all over. I may resist, I may struggle but
the rubbish, the detritus in my life was clearly
there and for the first time it started to become
yesterday’s news. In the final weeks of the course
we all worked on our self-expression homework;
creating acknowledgement letters for those
individuals where we wanted to express thanks
for the difference they had made and also for
those where the relationship may not have had
closure or where there was something to clean
up. This task in particular would challenge all
sixteen of us.

weekend, showing how organised and supportive
we were as a group we had an evening out at the
Royal Albert Hall for Proms season. Everyone
chipped in to make sure no one was left out and
we duly dressed up and went to the Opera. What
a fantastic selection of shoes we wore! All those
dresses and shirts! Not a t-shirt in sight. We
were the in-crowd, of course we were! There was
champagne and sparkling water in the interlude
and it was a wonderful evening with friends.

When you reach that last Sunday after 3 months

it can feel jarring. Is this it? Are we ‘complete’ ?
You can feel as though there is much left to do
and of course you wouldn’t be wrong. There is no
‘complete’. We all stand and acknowledge each
other with words of support and love, humour and
insight. It is intense and yet feels like a release.
We share songs and poems together about what
the course means to us and where we are. Tears
and laughter is all we have and all that’s needed.
As a date the course is over. The calendar doesn’t
lie. But the course is so much bigger and will
always ask of you, where are you? It cannot be
stifled with just an end date.

All sixteen of us still have homework to do. All

sixteen of us are now in the foundation matrix. For
me the end of the course is a platform from which
to embed the courage of the last 3 months, to take
on new challenges and to continue the effective
work of the course. Jumping into each day with
a presence. Taking off our dusty emotional suits
of childhood and adulthood. Taking them off to
reveal the true you; the beautiful you.
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The Paradox of Floating Compression
BY ANON

East North West South
Draw life into the body through the mouth
Breath deep, centre, feel your lordosis
Prepare for choreographed symbiosis
There’s a pattern in our story
A story in our pattern
Take the lead and pass the baton
There’s a meditation in our pattern
A pattern in our meditation
A dance, a martial art, a recurring celebration
There’s a discipline in our pattern
A pattern in our discipline
As one body talks, the other body’s listening
There’s a pattern in our pattern
A pattern in our pattern
To return to the start, start where we return
If there’s a magic in this ancient shamanic ritual
Then there’s a magic in the patterns we call habitual
There’s a lesson to be learned from this movement called Tensegrity
Live your pattern with intention, with each other, with integrity
Or to make things simple and say things plainer
It’s a grown up version of the Macarena
14
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‘Dying Roses’
A RT B Y EMMA T AYLOR
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iEvolve
Community Days
B Y B A RB A RA GRA NTHA M

F

or the majority of the lifetime of Concord
Institute, iEvolve has been enrolled
usually by one person sitting in the office
making phone calls to the community.

D

ue to the cancellation of an iEvolve programme,
in May 2015 it became obvious that the enrolment
through one person was coming to the end of its
effective life. It seemed that what was required
and wanted was a way of the community taking on
the responsibility for the enrolment of the iEvolve
programme. The current iEvolve Community Day
is the latest manifestation of this evolution.

I

t usually takes place either a week before or
a week after the iEvolve programme. So, on
May 21st , this year, I was one of 30 community
members that met to collectively take a stand
for the August Programme and be a space for the
intent that a 30 person iEvolve would be birthed.
16
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We met from 10 am to 6 pm and explored mostly

‘getting ourselves out of the way’ so that we could
be present and available to the upcoming iEvolve
in order to take a stand that it should be. We
explored what was there for us about this work
for ourselves individually, what we were present
to, what was in the way of us sharing ourselves
and indeed any conversation we had that wanted
to be cleared.

What we individually do subsequently, after the

Community day varies, and it doesn’t necessarily
mean that you have to commit to enrolling a
person into the next iEvolve programme or to
coming into the office to be on the phone, though
quite a few people do. It makes a huge contribution
to the energetic space if people simply come in
to clean, cook, tidy, do administration or the
window boxes or any tasks or projects deemed
appropriate and that you would like to contribute
to. The only requirement is to stay present to the
programme and then from there see what action
you could take.

P

ractically speaking, as I live in the wilds of mid
Wales, I have spent time from home on the phone
speaking to members of the community to see if
they had a person that they would like to share
iEvolve with and subsequently supporting them
in doing so. Sometimes it seems as though nothing
I am doing is making a difference but what I
have come to understand is that the programme
requires attention and nurturing and whilst I am
making a contribution, the results just magically
pop up somewhere else than in my space. I try not
to take it too personally!

For this August iEvolve I found myself to be

the stand for enrolling people into the next
community day to support the November

programme. The group stays connected through
emails and a WhatsApp group so that all 30 (or
more) are aware of daily to conversations that are
occurring, what is getting in the way and finding
out about registrations. We also set up a buddying
system for those who want it. Why would you get
involved? Well again I can only speak for myself.
Staying present to the value of this work on
a daily basis has meant that however my life is
going, however I am feeling, I am plugged into
something bigger than the “self” that supports
me by allowing me over and over again to see
more clearly my limiting patterns, recognise that
they are NOT me and then account for them as
I go through my day. Not always, not all of the
time – transformation is disruptive and irritating
and definitely not comfortable but ultimately it
allows more and more for the possibility of living
my life with responsibility, dignity and gratitude.

“The August iEvolve
programme, was a 30
person event, and therefore
the stand we took as a
community was realised.”

H

aving taken a stand for the next iEvolve , the
community meetings will continue and the next
iEvolve Community Day is on 12th November
from 10-6pm.
i Evolve PROGRAMME NOVEMBER 2016
November 18, 19, 20 (from 9am to approximately 11pm)
and the evening of November 23rd (from 7pm to 11pm)
http://www.concordinstitute.com/ievolve/
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morning miso soup
B Y B L A ND I N E B A RDEA U

“

For a few months now, I have been making miso soup for breakfast pretty much everyday, even
during the summer. Being a French woman, switching from a sweet breakfast to a salty one hasn’t
been easy, and I’ve been very resistant to it even though it makes me feel great. It really has changed
the way I start my day, it is very grounding (unless I put too much miso) and I have to say that on the
occasions I now eat something sweet for breakfast, I can notice how it makes my head goes into a bit of
a spin. Making a miso soup for breakfast can feel a bit like a chore, like that bit of cooking you just don’t
want to do, so I usually make sure I have stock in the fridge to create the basis of the soup, and it can be
a simple dashi.”

Ingredients for the soup:
Stock or Dashi.
Fresh or cooked vegetables you have in
the fridge, eg: carrot, onion, leeks, celery,
squash, pumpkin, kale, broccoli, cabbage,
spinach, radish etc depending on the
season.
Gomasio or/and toasted seeds
Bean sprouts
Strips of nori
Fresh parsley
Miso of your choice, can be a mixture
Fish if you are feeling adventurous / Fried
tempeh or smoked tofu/ beans, chickpeas,
lentils
Noodles or leftover grain (rice, millet,
barley etc)

20

THE LONGER VERSION:
If you don’t have any leftover stock or dashi,
just make a quick dashi: use 1 or 2 dried shiitake
mushrooms and a small strip of kombu in a
saucepan full of water (about a litre, which you
can use for a couple of soups). Make sure to turn
it down once it boils so that it simmers gently for
20mins if you have time, otherwise however long
you have.
Cut your vegetables in the shape you feel is
appropriate, and add them to your dashi and
simmer until the vegetables are cooked. Make
sure to cook separately broccoli, kale or cabbage
if you are using them as their water doesn’t taste
great and they cook quickly.
- Whilst the vegetables are cooking, you can fry
some tempeh (15mins) or tofu (5 mins) or even
some fish (my favourite for breakfast is salmon).
- Prepare your miso mixture, add some hot water
to miso paste in a large bowl, dissolving the miso
until smooth. You can just use one type of mix 2
types or more together. My favourite combination
is barley & white miso.
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-Turn off the heat under your stock & vegetables
and add to your miso mixture making sure the water
isn’t boiling any longer. Add your broccoli, kale or
cabbage. Add your fish, tempeh, tofu or beans/lentils.
Add the grain.

miso mixture and garnish with Gomashio, toasted
seeds, bean sprouts, and freshly chopped parsley.
If you have no time, you don’t have to add all the
extra bits, you can have it in its simplest form.

Add the garnish ingredients: Gomasio, toasted seeds
HOW TO MAKE GOMASIO:
(I usually keep some pre-prepared in a jar), bean
-First wash your sesame seeds as they are very
sprouts, strips of nori, freshly chopped parsley &
dusty, and dry roast them in a frying pan on a very
add some raw radish.
low flame, possibly even with a flame spreader,
occasionally stirring, for about 15 minutes. The
Et Voilà!
way to know when they are ready is to take a few
You can keep the other half of your vegetables and between your fingers and if they crumble easily
stock for the next day, without the miso as it will then they are ready.
ferment the vegetables and won’t be very nice. Just
add it the next day with garnish. Sometimes I make -Once done, put them in a Japanese version of
a Mortar, a “Suribachi” which has some lines
enough for the next three days or so.
carved inside the bowl to allow the seeds to grind.
Add some sea salt, experiment with the quantities
THE QUICK VERSION WITH LEFTOVERS:
If you have leftover cooked vegetables & a form depending on how much sesame seeds you have
of protein (cooked or tinned beans, lentils, fried put, but more or less use ½ tsp of sea salt for ½
tempeh, tofu) in the fridge, then just heat up the stock cup of seeds. You can also add some green nori
and add the vegetables, and once warm, add to the sprinkles.
-Use the pestle to grind the mixture, Use your
belly to rest the Suribachi. This is a very satisfying
process, and you may want to have it very very
fine or leave some seeds whole, it’s up to you.

Et Voilà!
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Chronicling Infinity
Tensegrity workshop

B Y DA N S HERL OCK

“Ordinarily, events that change our
path are impersonal affairs, and yet are
extremely personal.”
Don Juan Matus

I was very excited when I heard from Charlotte

Hopper that a one day Tensegrity workshop
was taking place in Hackney, especially when I
learnt that Jim Morris, who I have always found
very inspiring, was to be the facilitator. I have
practiced Tensegrity for around 5 years and have
attended a number of workshops over the years.
The magical passes, which are the movements
which form the basis of Tensegrity, have become
an integral part of my bodywork practice over
this time. Engaging with the movements can
bring a calmness to the body and mind and create
a sensitivity for other possibilities of perception.

The timing of the workshop was particularly

good this time as the event happened to fall inside
of a 10 day enquiry into my bodywork practice
that I was engaged in. This enquiry was part of
The Foundation Course and one of my intentions
for the workshop was to inhabit the movements
in a way like I had never encountered them
before.

also practiced the Theatre of Infinity to facilitate
the process. For those of you not familiar with
it the Theatre of Infinity is a tool to bring a new
seeing to events from our personal history which
can help to move stuck energy and shift our
perception of them. I identified a number of key
scenes stretching back to the earliest years of life
which I shared with my partner and impersonal
“witness” Jane. The scenes varied widely, some
were calm and still others exciting and wild and
they also included memorable dreams. There were
scenes involving powerful interactions with loved
ones which drove up a lot of emotion. The magic
of the process is that it was possible to experience
the moments in a phenomenal sense and not
merely as personal happenings in the story of a
character stuck in time. For me I really saw how
there were certain moments in my life where
there was a hand other than my own which was
directing events. It was fascinating to see when
I considered these from a personal standpoint
that they could seem painful and distressing.

Over the course of the workshop we assembled In a bigger context however, one you could
a chronology of key memories from our lives to
see if there was an “abstract core” or message
amongst them. As well as the magical passes we

describe as spirit, they were profoundly powerful
moments which created the life I live today in all
its nuances and richness.
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Dreaming Mutability
B Y C HA RL O TTE HOPPE R

F

or many years now, Concord Institute
have been co-sponsors of Tensegrity here
in the UK. We have worked with Cleargreen,
the organisation Carlos Castenada founded to
promote the discipline of Tensegrity, throughout
this time, and every four years, the privilege
falls upon us to host the European Tensegrity
workshop.

This Autumn the clock has turned our time again

and we will be hosting a 3 day Workshop on 28th,
29th and 30th October - Dreaming Mutability.
Newcomers and seasoned practitioners alike will
gather in the magical area of the Cotswolds, to
connect with their energy bodies and the infinite
possibility of realms of perception outside of our
everyday awareness.

Following the workshop, a tour to Puzzlewood,
the ancient and mythical wood that inspired
Tolkien’s Middle Earth, and a trip to Stratford
upon Avon, to relish in the world of Shakespeare
in the 400th anniversary of his death. It will be
my fifth major workshop, and I will be entering
the Level 2 Facilitator training. Each workshop
brings a new adventure, new seeing and renewed
energy. I’m delighted to be organising this event
on home soil, and that the Concord Community,
many of whom will have had a small taste of
Tensegrity on a programme or whilst assisting,
will get the opportunity to participate in the
completely immersive experience of a workshop.
For more details or to book in, please visit
www.concordinstitute.com/dreamingmutability
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Being a Coach

on The Foundation Course

B Y NIC HO L A S A L L A N

W

hat a unique privilege this journey of being
a coach is. The daily ups and downs of being
human are on the table where we can see it all
come tumbling out, in the light of just what’s so
- not right or wrong; rather an opportunity to
provide us with a choice we didn’t even know we
had.

T

he intention of The Foundation Course - to
ground and sustain the opening created in iEvolve
– is kept alive through the coaching structure.
As a coach, I get to see my life mirrored in the
journey of my coachees.

We begin our 10 week journey by getting to

know each other and soon we are having the kinds
of conversations I would expect only once in a
blue moon, but now it’s every week, sometimes
twice, and for 10 weeks. Journeying alongside
someone, being given their trust: invited to plum
the depths of their being, releasing and revealing
a living re-connection to our most heartfelt
dreams, is a gift.

As a coach we are invited to get over ourselves,

our own tenacious ‘clinging on’ to our stories of
complaints and grievances, of how this life I am
leading isn’t quite yet the one I wish to lead almost but not quite. We are invited to ‘see’ we
have been ‘leading this life all along’: and that is
exactly what we invite our coaches to experience,
in no uncertain terms.
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Suddenly we are both, coach and coachee, moved

to tears by what surfaces, what is spoken. It is as
if a new world is created in which ‘human being’
comes alive, is awake to its own authorship of
life. This is only possible because the participants,
week in, week out, have been invited do the FC
homework: to cook, engage in bodywork, and in
the midst of all of this, to ask themselves ‘what am
I feeling now, what is bubbling up to the surface?’.
The coach’s role is to support and facilitate this
daily engagement, repeatedly coming home to
these simple yet profound fundamentals of our
health and well-being: that we often neglect.

To my mind the high-point of being a coach is

working with our participants on the letters: the
final and key element of the FC homework that
has the potential to transform their relationship
with two key people in their lives. This requires
a level of trust and intimacy between coach and
coachee that is deeply moving. All of the body
of homework, the 10-day cooking and 10-day
bodywork projects with a buddy you speak with
daily, watching the films, reading the books: all
of this is in the service of allowing us to orient
ourselves in our body. The coach’s role is,
sometimes fiercely, sometimes gently, to allow the
coachee to acknowledge this movement in all its
profound and subtle simplicity. Coaching is akin
to the opening of Ramon Jamon Jimenez’s poem:

“I am not I, I am this one walking beside me
whom I do not see’ a true gift I wouldn’t have
missed for the world.”
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pumpkin & adzuki stew
or salad
B Y J E A N TO RNÉ

“

This is a very classic dish, somewhat revisited
which would be at its best – only-with the
noblest ingredients: Real green Hokkaido
pumpkin, Hokkaido Adzuki beans, whole spices
rather than powders and so and even to the oil.
It can be serve hot, as a stew, becoming a
warming dish, rich, nourishing or at room
temperature (not refrigerated) and be a little
surprising. If prepared with care and the
proposed ingredients the result will be totally
different, than if using cheap ingredients.

Preparation:
Soak the adzuki beans just covering it with cold
water, 3 to 5 hours in a cool place. Cut the onions
and the carrot into small chunks. Chop the garlic
finely.

Ingredients:

Precook the adzuki beans; it will take 1 ½ hour
in the pressure cooker and 2 to 3 boiling, with a
piece of Kombu.

250 gr Hokkaido Adzuki beans
500 gr Pumpkin (Green Hokkaido)
1 Bunch spring onions
2 strips of Kombu
2 medium Onions
1 medium size carrot
5 or 6 green whole Cardamom pods
½ teaspoon whole Coriander seeds
½ teaspoon whole Cumin seeds
Grey Salt
Tamari
1 Lime
Olive oil (cooking olive oil)
1 or 2 Tablespoons of high quality olive oil
2 or 3 cloves Garlic
2 scallions (spring onions) finely sliced
A few leaves of home grown Fresh basil
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Cut the pumpkin into small chunks, about 1 cm
square. (Note: real green Hokkaido pumpkins, do
not require peeling) Open the cardamom pods
and grind the seeds to a fine powder. Do the same
with the coriander and cumin seeds, which you
do not have to roast, to keep the flavors, subtle.

Place the pumpkin in a small saucepan and add
just enough water to cover it, about 1.5 cm of
water, salt and the second strip of Kombu. Bring
to a rapid boil than turn the flame low and simmer
gently until the pumpkin is almost soft (Slightly
tender, yet still firm). Do not cover the pan.
In a separate pan, sautéed the onions, carrots,
garlic and spices with some salt in the cooking
olive oil, over a medium flame, to melt the
vegetables; cover the pot and cook gently for 10
minutes; add the cooked beans, cover with a small
amount of water or stock (Do not forget to use the
beans cooking water, first) Simmer for 15 to 20
minutes or longer. The adzuki beans must be very
well cooked. When ready add the pumpkin pieces
and continue to simmer for a further 10 minutes,
uncovered, adding the pumpkin cooking water
(of which only a small amount should remain)
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This dish should not require much salt, salt being
already added when cooking the pumpkin pieces
and sautéing the onions. If need be adjust the
seasoning with tamari. To serve place in a bowl
and top with scallions, basil and a squeeze of lime
juice (a few drops) Drizzle a tablespoon of high
quality olive oil into each bowl. If you choose to
serve the dish at room temperature or to eat it
next day for lunch, cut half of the lime flesh into
small pieces and reserve it in the juice of the other
half. Do not add the basil, scallions, lime and olive
oil. Reserve and add it just before serving.
PS: The preparation of this recipe is very elaborate,
but following it carefully with choosing the best
ingredients will bring a result of a very different
order.

PHO TO GRA PHY B Y TIM C ROWTH E R
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Programmes 2016
i Evolve
LONDON

November 18, 19, 20 (from 9am to approximately 11pm)
and the evening of November 23 2016 (from 7pm to 11pm).
Fee: £475 (deposit: £150, non-refundable)

The Foundation Course
LONDON

4 weekends (10am-7pm, lunch provided)
24, 25 September ~ 15, 16 October ~ 5, 6 November ~ 26, 27 November
1 0 e v e n i n g s e s s i o n s ( 1 0 Tu e s d a y s 7 p m - 1 0 . 3 0 p m )
27 September ~ 4, 11, 18, 25 October ~ 1, 8, 15, 22, 29 November
Fee: £1,500 (deposit: £250, non-refundable)

Basic Alchemy
LONDON

September 9, 10, 11 (10am – 7pm)
Fee: £450 (£150 non-refundable deposit)

HeartSpace
LONDON

October 21, 22, 23 (from 9am to 11pm)
and October 26 (from 7pm to 11pm)
Fee: £475 (deposit: £150, non-refundable)

Being in Business
LONDON

Friday 2 December (7pm till 11pm)
Saturday 3 and Sunday 4 December (9am till 8pm)
Fee: £475 (deposit: £150, non-refundable)

Tensegrity ~ Cyclicity
LONDON

1 4 , 2 1 , 2 8 S e p t e m b e r, 5 O c t o b e r 7 – 9 p m
Fee:£50 for the series or £15 per session (advance booking required)

Tensegrity ~ Dreaming Mutability
STROUD

October 28, 29 and 30, 2016
Fee: from £280.00
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Thankyou to everyone who
has generously contributed
to this newsletter

Concord Institute
Unit 2, 2-4 Thane Works
London N7 7NU
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